Learning to Prune: Speeding up Repeated Computations
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Abstract
It is common to encounter situations where one must solve a sequence of similar computational problems. Running a standard algorithm with worst-case runtime guarantees on each
instance will fail to take advantage of valuable structure shared across the problem instances.
For example, when a commuter drives from work to home, there are typically only a handful of
routes that will ever be the shortest path. A naı̈ve algorithm that does not exploit this common
structure may spend most of its time checking roads that will never be in the shortest path.
More generally, we can often ignore large swaths of the search space that will likely never contain
an optimal solution.
We present an algorithm that learns to maximally prune the search space on repeated computations, thereby reducing runtime while provably outputting the correct solution each period
with high probability. Our algorithm employs a simple explore-exploit technique resembling
those used in online algorithms, though our setting is quite different. We prove that, with respect to our model of pruning search spaces, our approach is optimal up to constant factors.
Finally, we illustrate the applicability of our model and algorithm to three classic problems:
shortest-path routing, string search, and linear programming. We present experiments confirming that our simple algorithm is effective at significantly reducing the runtime of solving
repeated computations.
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Introduction

Consider computing the shortest path from home to work every morning. The shortest path may
vary from day to day—sometimes side roads beat the highway; sometimes the bridge is closed due
to construction. However, although San Francisco and New York are contained in the same road
network, it is unlikely that a San Francisco-area commuter would ever find New York along her
shortest path—the edge times in the graph do not change that dramatically from day to day.
With this motivation in mind, we study a learning problem where the goal is to speed up
repeated computations when the sequence of instances share common substructure. Examples
include repeatedly computing the shortest path between the same two nodes on a graph with varying
edge weights, repeatedly computing string matchings, and repeatedly solving linear programs with
mildly varying objectives. Our work is in the spirit of recent work in data-driven algorithm selection
[e.g., Gupta and Roughgarden, 2017, Balcan et al., 2017, 2018a,b] and online learning [e.g., CesaBianchi and Lugosi, 2006, although with some key differences, which we discuss below].
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